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Introduction:
Springfield Township commissioned this Streetscape Master plan to further advance the
concepts developed in the “Flourtown Erdenheim Vision Plan.” Bethlehem Pike between
Gordon Lane and West Valley Green Road includes an interesting mix of many public and
private uses, historic structures, shopping destinations and other businesses. The Villages of
Flourtown and Erdenheim include two central business districts where a majority of the
commercial activity takes place. However, there is little continuity of streetscape elements that
one can associate with these two Villages. With the planning and construction of streetscape
improvements within this corridor, the hope is to make “places” that people associate with the
heart of Flourtown and Erdenheim.
The goals of this corridor master plan are as follows:
•

Create a unified identity and sense of place in Flourtown and Erdenheim Villages.

•

Improve the streetscape and public spaces to encourage pedestrian activity and
improve commercial vitality within the corridor.

•

Install enhancements to improve pedestrian safety and comfort.

•

Provide a general blue print for improvements along Bethlehem Pike as future public
and private projects are developed.

•

Provide a reference guide for standard details and specifications for future projects to
achieve high quality materials and construction.

•

Be a resource for future grant and funding opportunities.

Please note that the recommendations included in this plan are intended as a general guideline
for the Township to follow as they see fit. The intent is to give the Township a general blueprint
for improvements within the corridor. The improvements can be adjusted as necessary to meet
the present and future needs of the Township and adjacent property owners. The goal is to
incorporate consistent streetscape elements, colors, materials and design features to create a
cohesive, positive image that the community and visitors will come to associate with the
important historic areas of Erdenheim and Flourtown.
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General Recommendations:
The following are general guidelines for future improvements along Bethlehem Pike:
• 30” Cobble Stone Amenity Strip with 5’ Minimum
Sidewalk – A 2.5’ wide cobble stone edge treatment will
be applied on both sides of the street throughout the
corridor. This will identify the corridor has a unique area
that is different from other areas along Bethlehem Pike.
This treatment will help establish the historic nature and
atmosphere of these communities. The five foot sidewalk
will allow for two individuals to walk comfortably side by
side. A sample photo of this material is shown.
• Street Trees‐ Street trees with a 10’ planting area should
be installed at 100’ spacing within the village areas and at
150’ spacing in the areas outside the villages. The planting details are included in
Appendix 2. The sidewalk for 5’ in both direction of each tree should be reinforced to
mitigate damage by tree roots. The following measures should be considered to
improve the durability of the sidewalk in this 10’ zone near trees: add welded wire
fabric in the bottom third of the sidewalk, increase the sidewalk slab thickness from 4”
to 6”, install a 1.5’ deep root barrier of geotextile material along the edge of sidewalk
nearest the tree, and adding additional porous gravel under the sidewalk to discourage
the penetration of roots.
• Pedestrian Scale Ornamental Street Lighting ‐ Ornamental street lighting will be installed
at 100’ spacing in the village areas and 150’ spacing outside the villages. Prior to the
start of this study, the Township had selected a Sun Valley light pole and luminaire to be
used throughout the corridor. Several of these lights have already been installed on
various commercial properties. The lights will help create an architectural edge to the
streetscape and be a repetitive element that can reinforce the historic feel of Flourtown
and Erdenheim. We recommend a light pole height of 11’ (plus the fixture) to help
create a pedestrian scale to the villages. Refer to Appendix 2 for the specifications.
• Consolidate, reduce size or relocate Driveways – Where possible, consider consolidating
or closing driveways on properties with multiple driveways. If properties have large
driveway openings, consider reducing the opening to the appropriate size for the
current use of the property. Access points such as driveways create conflict points,
reduce safety and reduce the capacity and efficiency of the roadway. They also reduce
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the available room for on‐street parking. If driveways cannot be consolidated,
consideration should be given to relocating the driveways to side streets if available.
Recommendations for appropriate driveway sizes are included in the PennDOT Highway
Occupancy Manual and the Township Ordinances.
• Shared Parking and Shared Driveways – To minimize the amount of impervious cover in
the area as well as reduce the number of driveways on the Pike, shared parking and
shared driveways between adjoining properties should be encouraged.
• Parking lot Landscape Improvements – Depressed landscape islands should be
considered in future parking area installations or modifications. These stormwater best
management practices will encourage infiltration and filtering of runoff.
• Rear Parking and Rear Access – Rear parking contributes to the “Main Street”
atmosphere of a village and allows the buildings to be in the preferred location at the
back of the sidewalk. Alley ways can be constructed to give access to the rear parking
areas and can consolidate access points between multiple properties.
• Place front of buildings at the back of sidewalk in
the Commercial Core of each Village ‐ Placing
buildings at this location creates the “Main Street”
atmosphere that most people find attractive in
commercial village communities. Having buildings
abutting the street and sidewalk contributes to a
community that is developed at the pedestrian
scale versus automobile scale. It creates an
architectural edge to the streetscape and public
space. It also creates a more vibrant and
interesting street environment that causes
motorists to slow down and take notice of the
area. This allows for the commercial signage to be
at a more pedestrian scale on the store fronts. This
building configuration also lends itself to terrace seating and garden frontage along the
sidewalk. Refer to Appendix 1 for schematics of this configuration.
• Provide hedge rows and/or landscape walls in front of parking lots – These features
create an architectural edge to the streetscape as well as mitigate the view of vehicles
and asphalt parking areas. Walls and hedges can be used in combination to create
variety along the roadway. The walls should use a grey colored, stone pattern to
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emulate the Wissahickon Schist stone used in many of the walls and homes along the
Pike.
• Decorative Traffic Signal Poles and
Flashing Warning Sign Poles‐ Decorative
traffic signal poles have been
recommended to the Township for
installation as part their on‐going Signal
upgrade project. All the signalized
intersections in the corridor should
utilize these poles to reinforce the
historic theme of the corridor. The
existing school zone signs and flashing
warning signs should also be replaced within the corridor.
Specifications for the recommended decorative signal pole are
included in Appendix 2.
• Decorative Parking Meter covers – If parking meters are installed in
the future, black meter heads and decorative meter pole covers
should be used.
• Relocate utilities underground or to rear of properties – To enhance
the general appearance of the streetscape, the relocation of utilities to the rear of each
property or to be placed underground is recommended.
• Banner Poles – The Township has requested the future installation of decorative poles
near the Black Horse Inn to be used for the display of community banners. The poles
would match the appearance of the Sun Valley Pedestrian scale lighting that is being
installed along the corridor.
• Interpretive Signing and Self Guided Walking Tour – A system of interpretive signs could
be installed to better identify historic structures like the Black Horse Inn and provide the
opportunity for the general public to gain a sense of the historic nature of Flourtown
and Erdenheim. With a number of these signs in place and a simple map, a self guided
walking tour could be created as healthy and educational activity within the
community.
• Primary Gateways – The Township has acquired grants and completed the design of the
three primary gateways to this Corridor. They are located on Bethlehem Pike south of
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Gordon Lane, on Bethlehem Pike at Valley Green Road and at the intersection of Penn
Oak Road and East Mill Road. The Gateways are scheduled to be constructed in the
summer of 2009.

• Secondary Gateways –Smaller secondary gateways are planned at a number of side
roads as you approach Bethlehem Pike. These gateways could include way finding and
destination signage to direct you to local businesses and activities in the area.
• SEPTA Bus Stops – Several SEPTA bus stops are located on each
side of the roadway on Bethlehem Pike. Additional seating should
be considered near these transits stops. Transit maps, schedules
and/or local maps can also be added at these locations. Pole
mounted maps could be an inexpensive option to provide
relevant information to transit users. Other amenities such as
trash cans and ornamental lights could also be added to these
locations. In the future when the lane configurations on
Bethlehem Pike are completed, bus pull offs should be considered. Routing buses within
the shopping centers should also be evaluated.
• Pocket Parks – These small sitting areas have been proposed at the Black Horse Inn, the
Farmer’s Market and the future entrance to the Green Ribbon Trail near Mill Road.
Conceptual sketches for the Farmer’s Market and the Green Ribbon Trail are included in
Appendix 2.
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• Bike Racks –In ground, inverted “u” style
bike racks should be placed near businesses
and other uses throughout the village
centers to encourage bicycle use. With the
nearby trails and parks, bicyclists will often
come to the villages for food and other
services. We suggest that these be powder
coated black to match the other street furniture. The racks can be placed near the front
doors of the businesses and in the cobblestone amenity strip. A construction detail for
the bike loop is included with the plans in Appendix 1.

• Stamped Asphalt Crosswalks – Textured and
colorized asphalt treatments should be utilized
in the crosswalks within the commercial section
of the villages to enhance pedestrian safety and
to emphasize to motorists that pedestrians will
be more frequent in this area. This treatment
will also contribute to traffic calming.

• Sign Posts/Street Name signs – To further enhance
the aesthetics of the corridor, the existing
galvanized, steel sign posts could be powder coated
black or replaced with
custom posts with finials
as shown in this photo.
More customized street
name signs could also be
installed.
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Specific Master Plan Recommendations for Erdenheim Village:
• Southern Gateway – The Township has completed design of this area and the proposed
design from Gilmore and Associates is included in the detailed plan sheets in Appendix
1.
• Start ornamental light poles, street tree installation at the proposed Gateway at station
14+00. Place lights and trees at 100’ spacing between the Gateway and Yeakel Avenue.
• In the core business area between Gordon
Lane and Windsor Road, install 10‐20’
sidewalks with 30” cobble stone amenity
strip as properties are re‐developed or have
major improvements. This treatment will
be used on both sides of the street. This
wide sidewalk area will allow for more
outdoor seating, outdoor display of
merchandise, street furniture and overall
improved pedestrian atmosphere while
maintaining a 5’ walkway for other
pedestrians. This is similar to the existing conditions in front of the Fairlane Grill and
Morano Brothers Automotive which has approximately 20’ wide sidewalk.
• If existing buildings remain at the rear of the properties, a minimum of 5’ wide sidewalks
with 30” cobble stone amenity strip should be installed throughout the village.
• Stamped asphalt crosswalks are recommended at Gordan Lane, Brookside Road and
Windsor Road to add to the stamped asphalt crosswalks that will be installed at
Montgomery Avenue.
• Bridge Improvements – At some point in the future, PennDOT will require the
replacement of the small bridge located at station 18+75. We recommend that pillars
and stone form liners be used to simulate a traditional stone structure. The stone
should be stained to resemble real, local stone.The pillars will match the appearance of
the milestones at the southern gateway. The structure should include 7.5’ wide or
larger sidewalks including the 30” cobble stone amenity strip on both sides to match
the rest of the corridor.
• Consider closing the second driveway at station 20+50 (Rittenhouse Lumber) – Due to
close proximity of the driveway for the Lukoil and that existing connection between the
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parking areas for the Lumber yard and the Lukoil, this second driveway could be
considered for removal. The elimination of the driveway will also allow for a hedge row
or landscape wall to be install at this location.
•

Add raised island at Lukoil to divide the public space of the sidewalk from the private
space of the fuel pumps. This will also create a measure of safety for pedestrians in this
area.

• Install Ornamental Signal Poles at Montgomery Avenue intersection. Replace flashing
warning signs with ornamental poles on either side of Gordon Lane.
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Specific Master Plan Recommendations for Flourtown Village:
•

Pocket Park at Black Horse Inn –A small park has been designed in conjunction with the
restoration of the Black Horse Inn.

•

Start ornamental light poles and street tree installation at Wissahickon Avenue. Place
lights and trees at 100’ spacing between the Wissahikon Avenue and Valley Green Road.

•

Install Ornamental Traffic Signal Poles at Wissahickon Avenue, College Ave/Bysher Ave,
Mill Road, Flourtown Shopping Center and West Valley Green Road intersections.

• Raised Island at Sunoco (station74+00 left side). Add a raised island, with 6” cobble
stone curbs at this gas station to divide the public space of the sidewalk from the
private space of the fuel pumps. This will also create a measure of safety for pedestrians
in this area.
•

Consolidate driveway at Wawa (station 76+40 left side). –
Due to close proximity of the driveway for Halligan’s Pub
and the fact that Wawa has a two‐way driveway nearby as
well as driveway on the side street, this second driveway
(below arrow in photo) could be considered for removal.
The removal would also allow for a hedge row or
landscape wall to be install at this location.

•

Improve hedges at Walgreens parking lot (station 67+00 right side).

•

Improve hedges at Acme parking lot (station 76+00 right side).

•

Add benches at Fire Co. building (station 73+50). See
photo.

•

Improve lights on exterior of Halligan’s Pub (station 77+50
left side) to better match the ornamental street lights.

•

Potential Pocket Park at entrance to the Green Ribbon
Trail (station 81+00 left side) ‐ This pocket park will serve
as an entry way, gathering place and rest area for the future connection of the County’s
Lower Wissahickon Green Ribbon Trail to Bethlehem Pike as well as provide a easy
connection to the Mill Road Picnic area. A trail map kiosk, benches, bike racks,
landscaping and other amenities are envisioned at this location. Information on local
restaurants and other services could be provided at the kiosk which will have a positive
impact on commercial activities in Flourtown. This location will provide excellent
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exposure of the Green Ribbon Trail to vehicle and pedestrian pass‐by traffic on
Bethlehem Pike further drawing trail users to this recreational facility.
•

Rear Access near Bank of America (station 87+00 to 90+00 left side) – Create a future
two way roadway between Flourtown Commons and the traffic signal at the Flourtown
Shopping Center. Currently, the roadway is one way out to the signal from
Flourtown Commons. An aerial photo showing the general concept for the two way
roadway which includes two new rear driveway connections to the proposed roadway is
included in Appendix 2.

The proposed two way roadway has the following benefits:
‐ Remove left turns out from Flourtown Commons, Dunkin Donuts and Avant Apres on
to Bethlehem Pike. (Relocate the left turns to the signalized intersection)
‐ This will enhance safety on Bethlehem Pike.
‐ This will also provide an additional access point to Flourtown Commons
from Bethlehem Pike.
• Bridge treatment with lights, 7.5’ sidewalk with 2.5 cobble stone strip (station 93+00
right and left) – As indicated previously, PennDOT will require the replacement of the
bridge located at station 93+00 at some point in the future. We recommend that pillars
and stone form liners be used to simulate a traditional stone structure. The pillars will
be similar in appearance to those used at the primary gateways. The pillars could also
include the ornamental light fixture that is being used throughout the corridor. The
structure should include 7.5’ wide or larger sidewalks including the 30” cobble stone
amenity strip on both sides to match the rest of the corridor.
•

Add 5’ sidewalk and hedge at Jiffy lube (station 94+00 to 95+00 right).

•

Add 5’ sidewalk and hedge at Magarity Chevrolet (station 94+00 to 97+00 left side).

• Gateway treatment at West Valley Green Road ‐ The Township has completed design of
this area and the proposed design from Gilmore and Associates is included in the
detailed plan sheets in Appendix 1.

Residential/Business Areas outside the Villages:
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The following improvements are recommended along both sides of Bethlehem Pike outside the
core commercial areas:
• Street trees and ornamental lights 150’ on center
• 5’ sidewalk with 2.5’ cobble stone amenity strip on both sides of the roadway
• Install Ornamental Traffic Signal Poles at Haws Lane and replace all flashing warning
signs with ornamental poles.
• Bridge Improvements – At some point in the future, PennDOT will require the
replacement of the small bridge located at station 44+00 just south of Haws Lane. We
recommend that pillars and stone form liners be used to simulate a traditional stone
structure. The pillars will match the appearance of the milestones at the southern
gateway. The structure should include 7.5’ wide or larger sidewalks including the 30”
cobble stone amenity strip on both sides to match the rest of the corridor.
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Construction Phasing and Preliminary Cost Estimates
The implementation of the improvements proposed in this master plan will take a significant
amount of funding and will most likely need to be constructed in a phased manner. We have
developed the following construction phases based on priority. We have prioritized the
improvements in the village commercial sections of Flourtown and Erdenheim first with areas
outside the villages to be completed in later phases. We have also developed preliminary cost
estimates for the development of each phase which include the physical construction costs as
wells as engineering costs. The detailed cost estimates for each phase are included in Appendix
3. We have noted phases that already have funding allocated to them.
Phase #

Description

Preliminary Cost Estimate

Funded?
(Source)

Phase 1

Flourtown – Erdenheim Gateways
(SR 2018 Section MT3)

$190,900

Yes
(PennDOT)

Phase 2

Prominent intersections of Flourtown &
Erdenheim (SR 2018 Section AYS)

$800,000

Yes
(PennDOT)

Phase 3

Wissahickon Ave to Springfield Ave

$1,292,000

TBD

Phase 4

Springfield Ave to W. Valley Green Road

$756,000

TBD

Phase 5

Southern Gateway to Rich Ave

$887,000

TBD

Phase 6

Rich Ave to Wissahickon Ave

$1,248,000

TBD

Project Total

$5,173,900

Project Total Unfunded

$4,183,000

The following assumptions were utilized in development of the cost estimate for each phase:
‐
‐

‐

The cost estimate for Phase one was provided by PennDOT.
Full replacement of the 5’ concrete sidewalk up to the PennDOT right of way line.
Installation of 30” cobble stone amenity strip on both sides of the road throughout the
project area.
No utility relocations are required. No right of way acquisition is required.
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‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

20% contingency factor to account for escalation of construction costs and unforeseen
items.
10% construction inspection cost is assumed. Typically, PennDOT budgets 10‐15% for
inspection.
Aesthetic improvements to the bridges will be completed as part of the replacement of
the bridges at a future date. The cost for these treatments is not included in these
estimates.
The ornamental signal poles at Haws Lane, Wissahickon Avenue, College Ave, Bysher
Avenue and Mill Road will be funded separately.
Ornamental light poles on the Flourtown Shopping Center property (station 87+00 to
92+00 RT) will be provided by others and are not included in the cost estimate.

Potential Funding Options: Finding the funding for the design and construction of these types
of projects can be a challenge, but the following is a list of possible funding sources for this
project:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PENNDOT – Transportation Enhancement Program
PENNDOT – Safe Routes to Schools Program
PENNDOT – Surface Transportation Program
Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
William Penn Foundation
National Parks Service – Trails Assistance Program
PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources – Keystone Grant
Dodge Foundation
County and Township funds
Private sponsorships, local fund raisers, etc.
Montgomery County Open Space Fund
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Appendix 1 –
Detailed Plans
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Appendix 2 –
Design Details/Specifications
Ornamental Street Lights: Sun Valley Lighting
Ornamental Traffic Signal Poles: Valmont Structures
Benches and Trash Receptacles: Dumor
Pocket Park Sketches
Design Details
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Appendix 3 –
Preliminary Construction Cost
Estimates
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